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Abstract
Electric energy consumed in data centers is rapidly
growing. Power-aware IT, recently called ‘green IT’, is
widely recognized as a significant challenge. Disk storage is a non-negligible energy consumer. Rather, in light
of recent data-intensive systems where a number of disk
drives are incorporated, the disk storage may be what
we must consider primarily. Yet, all of the disk drives
are not used for primary datasets, but rather larger portion of them are utilized for storing a variety of copies
such as backups and snapshots. Saving the energy of
such storage resources that manage copies is a promising approach. The paper presents a power-aware disaster
recovery system, in which the reflection of transferred
updated information can be deferred through eager compaction technique. Great energy saving of storage systems is expected in the remote secondary site. Our experiments using a commercial database system show that
80-85% energy of the secondary-site disk storage can be
saved with small penalties of possible service breakdown
time.

1 Introduction
Many attentions are paid on the energy consumption of
IT systems, which has been grown up by 25% every year
[9]. The recent analysis [2] reports that the annual electricity cost paid by the system owner will go up to twice
higher than the annual server expense in 2009. More and
more powerful cooling systems and power-supply equipments are being installed into data centers for accommodating the increase of energy consumption; accordingly,
the electric energy and the related equipments account
for 44% of TCO in a typical system [1]. In addition to
the cost issue, energy and heat management has become
a key of data center design and operation. The exploding
energy consumption might strictly constrain the design
space of modern IT systems [32]. Hence, energy saving
is a grand challenge for IT research and development.

Storage systems are non-negligible energy consumer
in IT systems. Storage systems present 27% of total energy consumption in a typical data center [23]. As the
digital data volume is explosively increasing [16], extremely many disk drives are being incorporated into an
enterprise system to improve the throughput. Thus, much
larger portion of the total energy may be consumed by the
storage system in high-performance data-intensive systems. Q. Zhu et al. in paper [34] points out an interesting
example, where disk drives account for 71% of the total energy consumption in a large-scale OLTP system.
Therefore, energy saving of the disk storage is rather essential as well as server processors and network devices.
Interestingly, all the disk drives of recent enterprise disk storage are not necessarily used for primary
datasets. Rather, larger portion of the disk drives are utilized for storing a variety of copies to improve the system
performance and availability. Suppose a simple IT system, which holds a single snapshot in a local data center
and a backup copy in a remote data center. Two thirds of
all the disk drives equipped in the total system are used
for copies. Modern enterprise systems may use much
more disk drives for copies [18]. Saving the energy of
such storage resources should be a natural idea.
The paper proposes a power-aware disaster recovery
system. It has been widely recognized that the business breakdown due to unpredictable disasters such as
terrors and hurricanes provides a nation and a society
with terrible damage [7, 25]. Business continuity is being enforced by nation-level legal systems as well as by
enterprise-level internal disciplines [3, 26, 29]. The disaster recovery system [8, 15, 17] is a practical solution
which places a remote secondary site and, in case of disaster, continues the business on the secondary site. By
concentrating transferred update information through eager compaction technique, our proposed system can derive longer idle time of the data volume in order to reduce
significantly the energy consumption of disk storage of
the secondary site with small penalties of service break-
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Figure 1: A disaster recovery system based on database
log forwarding.
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Figure 2: Deferred log application.
down time. In the real disaster recovery system, many
resources of the secondary site may not be fully utilized
when the primary site is normally operating. Great energy saving is expected in practice. To the best of our
knowledge, similar researches have not been published.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 concisely
describes disaster recovery systems that are currently deployed in many enterprise systems. Section 3 proposes
novel techniques for energy saving of disaster recovery
systems and Section 4 evaluates the proposal through the
experiments using a commercial database system. Section 5 briefly summarizes related works and finally Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Disaster recovery system
A disaster recovery system comprises two or more sites.
Business is usually operated in the primary site and, once
a disaster damages the primary site, the business is continued in the remote secondary site. For enabling such
disaster recovery, up-to-date data of the primary site must
be always copied into the secondary site. Many solutions
have been proposed in papers and deployed into real systems, but the basic idea is similar in that they are composed of the following two steps: (1) transferring only
updated information of the primary site to the secondary
site and (2) reflecting it to the storage in the secondary
site. Here the updated information means queries or
transactions for the conventional logical database replication, changed blocks for the storage-level physical
block forwarding [8, 17], and database log entries for the
log forwarding [15, 27].
The recovery capability of such a disaster recovery
system can be defined by two metrics: recovery point objective (RPO) and recovery time objective (RTO). RPO
denotes possibility of data loss, i.e. how latest data can
be recovered in case of disaster. RTO means inter-site
takeover overhead, i.e. how soon the business can start
again in the secondary site in case of disaster. It is preferable that RPO and RTO would be small. This paper focuses on enterprise-level systems such as brokerage and
e-commerce, which accept only small service breakdown
time and do never allow any data loss even in case of disaster. Thus, we assume here that inter-site data transfer

is done in the synchronous fashion; specifically, RPO is
always zero. Needless to say, our contribution can be
directly applied to more relaxed asynchronous modes.

3 Power-aware disaster recovery system
To save the energy consumption of disaster recovery systems, we focus on the disk storage in the secondary site,
in which most of the storage resources are used only for
storing backup copies.
Let us describe a scenario based on database log forwarding, which is recently deployed in high-end disaster
recovery systems. Figure 1 illustrates a disaster recovery
system based on database log forwarding, where physical database log is shipped from the primary site to the
secondary site and the forwarded log is applied in the
secondary site.

3.1 Deferred log application
Our idea is to defer the application of transferred
database log to derive longer idle time of the data volume in the secondary site. Figure 2 illustrates a batch
application scheme for realizing such deferred log application. In the secondary site, the transferred log is stored
in the log volume and is not immediately applied to the
data volume. While the database log is not being applied,
the data volume is idle, so that the energy consumption
of the data volume can be saved by spinning down the
volume. Longer standby time gives greater energy saving, but provides larger amount of unapplied log stored
in the log volume. In case of disaster, the secondary site
must apply all the unapplied log before starting the business again. Therefore, deferability of log application is
mainly determined by RTO requirements.
Let us discuss the relationship between RTO requirements and deferability. Let Rgen and Rapl be the log
generation rate in the primary site and the maximum log
application rate in the secondary site respectively. We
assume that the recovery time of the secondary site is
proportional to the amount of unapplied log1 . The fol1 Fast log application is a key to quick recovery [19].
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Table 1: Typical OLTP systems
Rank

Vendor

System

tpmC

# of disks
# of disks
(data volume)
(log volume)
1
IBM
System p5 595
4,033,378
IBM DB2 9
6400
360
IBM
eServer p5 595
3,210,540
IBM DB2 UDB 8.2
6400
140
2
IBM
eServer p5 595
1,601,784
Oracle Database 10g
3200
96
3
4
Fujitsu
PRIMEQUEST 540 16p/32c
1,238,579
Oracle Database 10g
1920
224
5
HP
Integrity Superdome 64p/64c
1,231,433
Microsoft SQL Server 2005
1680
56
Quoted from Top Ten TPC-C by Performance Version 5 Results disclosed at http://www.tpc.org/ as of December 11, 2006.

lowing formulae give the optimal batch configuration: a
batch interval Twnd and a necessary log application time
in the interval Tapl , the combination of which can gain
maximum energy conservation. For the page limitation,
we have to omit the mathematical proof.
Twnd
Tapl

2
Rapl
TRT O
(Rapl − Rgen ) · Rgen
Rapl
TRT O
Rapl − Rgen

=
=

Here TRT O denotes a RTO requirement, i.e. given allowance of service breakdown time. Implicitly, Rapl >
Rgen and TRT O > Tup + Tdown , where Tup and Tdown
denote time penalties of spinning up and down respectively. The secondary site can concentrate log application based on the above batch configuration and proactively spin up and down the data volume in order to save
energy consumption of the disk storage.

3.2 Eager log compaction
R

apl
Obviously, larger Rgen
leads to greater energy saving. In
this section, we introduce eager compaction technique to
improve the log application throughput significantly.
In a disaster recovery system based on log forwarding,
the transferred log entries are applied to the data volume
in a way similar to database redo operation. In the normal redo operations, log entries are applied strictly in log
sequence number (LSN) order. On the contrary, our proposed eager techniques can compact the log sequence in
a window buffer and apply the compacted sequence to
the data volume. The compaction process comprises log
folding and log sorting. Log folding is a technique to reduce the number of log entries to be applied. The log
entries which manipulate the identical record are coalesced in the window buffer. For example, assuming that
three log entries, insert(data1), update(data1
→ data2) and update(data2 → data3), are
given in the sequence, these three entries, manipulating the same record, can be logically folded into a single entry, insert(data3). On the other hand, log
sorting reorders log entries in the window buffer to im-

recovery overheads are out of the scope of this paper.

Database

prove disk access sequentiality. In many cases, an entry of database log has a physical reference to the target
record. Log sorting leverages such physical information.
Both the methods together can improve the log application throughput. Accordingly, larger energy saving can
be expected.

3.3 Discussion
Here we would like to briefly discuss our contribution
to the total energy consumed by the secondary-site storage. Table 1 shows top-five systems quoted from “Top
Ten TPC-C by Performance Version 5 Results”. Four
systems used only 2.2-5.6% of all the disk drives for
database log, and the other system used only 11.6% for
log. That is, in the secondary site, only very few disk
drives must be always spinning actively and the other
disk drives can be spun down by the combination of deferred log application and eager log compaction. The
contribution of our idea is still significant on the whole
storage system in the secondary site.
Although this section discusses the problem mainly
based on the database log forwarding, the proposed
method can be easily extended to other remote replication methods such as logical database replication and
physical block forwarding. Specifically, eager compaction technique can be directly applied to physical
block forwarding. Forwarded blocks can be folded and
sorted similarly based on physical block address. On
the other hand, slight modification is necessary for logical database replication, since queries and transactions
described in SQLs are not aware of physical addresses.
Queries and transactions should be scheduled with assistance of batch query scheduling techniques [21, 24]. So
far, such compaction techniques of updated information
were intended for reducing inter-site traffic [17]. In contrast, our attempt is focused on deriving long idle period
for energy saving.

4 Evaluation
This section presents validating experiments using TPCC benchmark, showing that disk power consumption of
the secondary site can be saved with slight degradation
of the quality of business continuity. Online transactions

Capacity
Rotational speed
Avg. seek time
Transfer rate
Active power
Idle power
Standby power

Spin-down
penalties
(time and energy)
Spin-up
penalties
(time and energy)

IBM
Ultrastar 36Z15
18.4 GB
15000 rpm
3.4 ms
55 MB/s
39.0 W
22.3 W
4.15 W

15.0 s
62.25 J
26.0 s
904.8 J

HGST
Deskstar T7K250
250 GB
7200 rpm
8.5 ms
61 MB/s
9.7 W
5.24 W
(U) 4.04 W
(L) 2.72 W
(N) 0.93 W
(U) 0.7 s, 3.5 J
(L) 17.0 s, 19.0 J
(N) 0.7 s, 3.5 J
(U) 0.7 s, 3.5 J
(L) 17.0 s, 19.0 J
(N) 0.7 s, 3.5 J

(U): unloaded mode, (L): low-rpm mode, (N): non-spinning mode

are typical workloads that are seen in enterprise-level disaster recovery systems.
We prepared a hybrid simulation environment for
measuring the potential energy saving due to the proposed system. In the experiment, we used a disk drive
simulator which can calculate energy consumption based
on a disk drive model. We implemented deferred log
application and eager log compaction on the top of the
disk drive simulator. The developed log applier can apply database log generated by HiRDB [15], a commercial
database system.
The experiments were done on a Linux server with
dual Xeon processors and 2GB main memory. We set up
TPC-C benchmark with 16 and 160 warehouses respectively, and we generated database log on each configuration by executing one million transactions using HiRDB
plus 512MB database buffer with no think time. At this
execution, we also traced IO behavior by using a kernellevel IO tracer. Then, by replaying the traced IOs using a
disk drive model in the simulation environment, we simulated log generation at the primary site. Here, we assumed that the primary site processed transactions at the
maximum rate on the specified disk drive model. Next,
we applied the generated database log by the log applier,
and measured the power reduction effect at the secondary
site. Throughout this experiment, we followed the storage system configuration of “IBM System p5 595” in Table 1. That is, we assumed that 94.4% of disk drives were
used for the data volume and the same type of disk storage was used both in the primary and secondary sites.
The experiments were conducted for different RTO requirements and different window buffer lengths. For
validation, we compared the energy saving of the proposed power-aware system with the conventional system
in which the transferred update information is immediately reflected.
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Table 2: Basic parameters of disk drive models.
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(b) 160 warehouses
Figure 3: Power saving of secondary-site disk storage
with high-end disk drives.
Table 3: Batch interval for 160 warehouses and high-end
disks under 100 seconds of RTO requirement.
Window buffer 32 MB 128 MB 512 MB
Batch interval
536 s
1070 s
2150 s
Figure 3 summarizes the results obtained with a highend disk drive model. Basic parameters of the model
are presented in Table 2. This model, which is based on
IBM Ultrastar 36Z15, may not be new, but has been used
in many previous papers [4, 20, 33, 34]. In the graphs,
each bar, denoting the average power consumption of
the disk storage in the secondary-site storage, is normalized by that of the conventional system. Larger window
buffer could accelerate the log application throughput
more, and accordingly, greater power saving was gained.
Note that, by using 512 MB window buffer, which is as
large as the database buffer of the primary site, 85% of
the power could be conserved totally in the secondarysite storage. Such great saving was supported by acRapl
celerated log application; Rgen
could speed up to 20.5
(W=16) and 49.3 (W=160) at maximum by eager log
compaction. On the other hand, more tolerant RTO requirements could lead to more energy saving, but its contribution was slight. In our experiments, only short RTOs
(such as 30 seconds) failed because RTOs were shorter
than time penalties of spinning up and down the volume,
but moderate RTOs (100 seconds and more) could conserve the energy so much.

5 Related works
Research communities have presented various attempts
for energy-efficient disk storage.
The simplest approach is to transition disk drives to
a low-power mode after the predetermined time period
has elapsed after the last disk access. This technique is
widely deployed in commercial disk drives. More sophisticated techniques that try to tune the threshold adaptively have been also studied [6, 11]. Such threshold
based techniques work effectively for battery-operated
mobile and laptop computers. However, it looks difficult

Average power consumption

Let us consider the batch interval Twnd . Frequent
transition of energy modes affects the life time of disk
drives. Table 3 summaries sampled values of Twnd .
With small buffer, the data volume had to change its
modes frequently, but with as large buffer as 512 MB,
the disk mode changes only 40 times a day. Note that
this frequency was given when the primary site generates database log at top speed. Thus, it looks almost
acceptable, since many high-end disk drives support at
least 50,000 cycles of starts/stops. Of course, more tolerant RTO gives larger intervals. This analysis reveals that
eager compaction is a key technique to the longevity of
disk drives.
We conducted the experiments using a recent midrange disk drive, which has new energy-efficient features [14]. Basic parameters of the model are presented
in Table 2 too. The disk drive, which is based on HGST
Deskstar T7K250, has three standby states: unload, lowrpm and non-spinning (equal to conventional standby
mode). Basically, the proposed disaster recovery system
could work with mid-range disk drives similarly. But,
since recent mid-range disk drives can change the energy
modes with much smaller time penalties than high-end
disk drives, the proposed system could work for such
small RTOs as 30 seconds. Figure 4 compares these
three standby modes with 160 warehouses. By using the
non-spinning standby mode, 80% saving was gained at
maximum in comparison with the conventional system.
However, we cannot observe the substantial benefit of
using new energy-saving functions such as unload and
low-rpm.
In summary, the proposed power-aware disaster recovery system can achieve great energy saving of the
secondary-site disk storage without little harm to the recovery capability. Only 100 seconds and 30 seconds of
RTO allowance were needed for high-end disks and midrange disks respectively. This observation is surprising,
since strict high-availability systems, as known as five
nines (99.999%), allow only 315 seconds of breakdown
per year. Our proposal can be promising in such topdrawn disaster recovery systems.
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Figure 4: Power saving of secondary-site disk storage
with mid-range disk drives under 30 seconds of RTO requirement.

to directly apply these techniques to enterprise systems.
Massive Array of Idle Disks (MAID) [5] and Popular Data Concentration (PDC) [4] are alternative approaches that migrate/replicate popular blocks on specific disk drives to create long idle period of the other
disk drives. These techniques leveraging access locality
are deployed in real archival storage systems.
Exploiting redundancy information and large cache
space that RAID capability holds seems a reasonable approach. Energy Efficient RAID (EERAID) [20] and RIMAC [33] can arrange IO requests at RAID controllers
so as to avoid evicting out blocks that are originally
stored in spun-down disk drives as much as possible.
Power-Aware RAID (PARAID) [30] introduces an asymmetric parity placement on the legacy RAID-5 so that the
system can dynamically change the number of actively
spinning disk drives.
Other researchers [12, 34] have actively studied on
multi-speed disk drives which have the capability of
changing the rotational speeds. These attempts look very
effective. However, to our knowledge, such multi-speed
disk drives are still limited in experimental prototypes
and not yet seen in the market.
Recently several application-assisted approaches for
storage energy conservation have been reported. Cooperative IO [22, 31] is a set of power-aware IO system calls,
by which the user can specify deferability and abortability to each IO. Compiler-based application transformation [10, 13, 28] tries to arrange IO commands in source
code levels in order to concentrate IO requests.
Our work differs from these previous works in that
we are trying to fully leverage the characteristics of the
secondary-site disk storage. That is, the disk storage
there manages only copies and its resources are not necessarily busy when the primary site is alive. Our eager
strategy of concentrating database log can provide long
idleness to many disk drives, accordingly obtaining substantial energy saving opportunities.

6 Conclusion
The paper proposes a power-aware disaster recovery system, in which the reflection of transferred updated information can be deferred through eager compaction technique, so as to gain great energy saving of storage systems in the remote secondary site. Experiments with a
commercial database system showed that 80-85% energy
consumption can be conserved in the secondary-site disk
storage with small penalties of possible service breakdown time.
In this paper, we focus on the energy consumption of
disk drives which are main components of recent disk
storage. Further, we would like to extend our approach so
as to provide a system-wide analysis considering RAID
controllers and cache memory.
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